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Lease a 2018 BMW X1 sDrive28i for $329*/month for
36 months with $4,254 due at signing. Now through
January 31st.
Renowned on every road.

Well equipped with features such as Convenience Package and Metallic Paint, and includes
Destination charges. Convenience Package includes Power-Folding Mirrors, Universal Garage-Door
Opener, Comfort Access Keyless Entry, Panoramic Moonroof, Auto-Dimming Interior and Exterior
Mirrors, Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror, Lumbar Support, Ambient Lighting and SiriusXM Satellite
Radio with 1 year All Access Subscription. 

Leasing at $329*/month for 36 months



Leasing at $329*/month for 36 months

Included in Payment: $4,000 credit

Leasing details:

$329 first month's payment
$3,000 down payment
$0 security deposit
$925 acquisition fee

$4,254 Due at Signing

 

$329 PER MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS
$4,254 DUE AT SIGNING
SUGGESTED DEALER CONTRIBUTION OF $1,953

Offer not valid in Puerto Rico. Lease financing available on new 2018 BMW X1 sDrive28i models from
participating BMW Centers through BMW Financial Services through January 31, 2019, to eligible,
qualified customers with excellent credit history who meet BMW Financial Services' credit
requirements. Monthly lease payments of $329 per month for 36 months is based on an adjusted
capitalized cost of $28,992 (MSRP of $37,945, including destination and handling fee of $995, less
$3,000 customer down, $0 security deposit and suggested dealer contribution of $1,953 and $3,000
Lease Credit, $1,000 Loyalty/ Conquest Certificate). Actual MSRP may vary. Dealer contribution may
vary and could affect your actual lease payment. Cash due at signing includes $3,000 down payment,
$329 first month's payment, $925 acquisition fee and $0 security deposit. Lessee responsible for
insurance during the lease term, excess wear and tear as defined in the lease contract, $0.25/mile
over 30,000 miles and a disposition fee of $350 at lease end. Not all customers will qualify for security
deposit waiver. Tax, title, license and registration fees are additional fees due at signing. Advertised
payment does not include applicable taxes. Purchase option at lease end, excluding tax, title and
government fees, is $20,490. Offer valid through January 31, 2019 and may be combined with other
offers unless otherwise stated. Models pictured may be shown with metallic paint and/or additional
accessories. Visit your authorized BMW Center for important details. ©2018 BMW of North America,
LLC. The BMW name, model names and logo are registered trademarks.
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The New BMW Z4 Roadster
All-new 2019 BMW Z4 sDrive 30i set for March 2019 launch

BMW’s constant pursuit of driving perfection has led to innovation once again with the all-new BMW
Z4 Roadster. Meticulously honed and expertly crafted, the new Z4 boasts a perfect 50:50 weight
distribution that makes it incredibly nimble and responsive on the road, delivering on the promise of
top-down, open-road, zero-compromise driving.

The 2019 BMW Z4 sDrive30i
Roadster arrives in March 2019,
bringing with it a new and even
more powerful 2.0-liter BMW
TwinPower Turbocharged engine.
Leveraging the latest version of
BMW’s High Precision Injection
system, this engine delivers 255
horsepower and 295 lb-ft of peak
torque — an improvement of 15
horsepower and 35 lb-ft of torque
over its predecessor — and
enables a 5.2-second sprint from
0-60 mph.

Further enhancing the BMW Z4’s
exceptional performance
capabilities is a new chassis that
focuses on delivering a balance of
excitement and comfort. The BMW
Z4 boasts a new double-joint spring
strut suspension in the front and the first five-link rear suspension used in a BMW Roadster, and the
intelligent use of lightweight and ultra-rigid materials improves the Z4’s agility and precision. Standard
sport steering with variable power assist and ratio enhances the driver-to-road relationship, and
technologies like Dynamic Stability Control and Performance Control.

For the utmost in performance, the 2020 BMW Z4 M40i follows the arrival of the Z4 sDrive30i with a
3.0-liter six-cylinder inline engine that features quicker TwinScroll turbocharger response and direct
injection. The result of BMW’s expertise in engineering: 382 horsepower and 369 lb-ft of peak torque,
delivering a 0-60 mph time of just 3.9 seconds. The Z4 M40i boasts an Adaptive M Sport suspension,
M Sport brakes, an M Sport differential and a 100-milimeter-lower ride height, increasing its
performance dynamics to a greater degree.

The new BMW Z4 Roadster will also be one of the most technologically advanced offerings in the
BMW lineup. It features the all-new, fully digital BMW iDrive Operating System 7.0, which allows for
full customization of the in-vehicle experience as well as the transference of your preferences into
other properly equipped BMW vehicles via the BMW Cloud. You can set your preferences via the
Z4’s BMW Live Cockpit Professional, which features a high-resolution 12.3-inch instrument cluster and
10.25-inch diagonal center display, as well as with the updated iDrive controller with haptic feedback
and cloud-based voice control.

The bold, new BMW Z4 Roadster advances the top-down driving concept for a new generation with
more power, more intelligence and more style. It’s everything that personifies the Ultimate Driving
Machine®, deftly balancing luxury and performance for a driver- and passenger-oriented experience
unlike any other.
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The Versatile 2019 BMW X5
All-new BMW X5 Sports Activity Vehicle® sets a new benchmark

BMW has entrenched itself a leader in the world of design, engineering and ingenuity. These ideals,
these facets that have been so key to making BMW the first name in luxury and performance, are the
guiding principles behind the all-new BMW X5. The latest BMW Sports Activity Vehicle® builds upon
a formula set forth 20 years ago and improves it in every conceivable way, resulting in a versatile,
dynamic vehicle perfect for those with elevated tastes.

The new BMW X5 cuts an
impressive, emotional figure that is
simultaneously unique yet
decidedly that of a BMW. With 2.6
inches of additional width, a 1-inch
increase in height and a wheelbase
that is 1.6 inches longer than its
predecessor, the latest X5 is more
muscular in its stance and more
spacious on the inside. Perhaps its
most defining characteristic,
however, is the X5’s one-piece
active kidney grille, which calls
attention to its strong proportions
so well and signals a new era of
advancement for the brand.
Flanked by Adaptive LED twin
headlights and presided over by a
sculpted hood that helps inform its
robust character, the face of the
new BMW X5 is not one that is easily missed or forgotten.

Convenience and ease-of-use are at the heart of the new X5. For a more connected and intuitive
driver experience, the BMW X5 boasts cutting-edge features like Live Cockpit Professional, which
includes dual 12.3-inch screens in the Digital Instrument Cluster and Center Display for a fully
customizable experience. The seventh generation of the iDrive Operating System makes navigation,
entertainment and connectivity simpler, and standard Active Driver Assistant adds to a sense of
confidence with technologies like Frontal Collision Warning with City Collision Mitigation, Blind Spot
Detection and Lane Departure Warning.

Versatility is given the highest consideration in the BMW X5, making it the ideal choice for any type of
lifestyle. For the weekend adventurer, the X5 is available with a factory-installed trailer hitch. For
drivers with big families and friend groups, an available third row of seating ensures that nobody gets
left behind on your getaways. With up to 72.3 cubic feet of cargo space, the X5 makes packing up and
loading in easier whether it’s your weekly groceries or all of your camping gear.

When it comes to all of the qualities that are associated with BMW vehicles, the new X5 delivers in
abundance. The latest SAV® from the maker of the Ultimate Driving Machine® demonstrates that no
drive, no matter how great or small, ever has to be mundane.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Welcome to Certified Pre-Owned by BMW.
Legendary performance for less than you think.

From 1.99% apr for 24 months at $42.54 per month per $1,000 financed applies to all 2015 – 2016
BMW certified models. Offer valid through 2/28/2019. Offer available from participating BMW dealers
to eligible, qualified customers with excellent credit history who meet BMW financial services credit
requirements. Not all customers will qualify for the lowest rate. Other rates available. All offers subject
to vehicle availability.
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4 Great Movies You Might Have Missed in 2018
Check out last year’s hidden cinematic gems

Hundreds of movies hit theaters and streaming services every year, and it’s all too easy for some of
the best ones to slip through the cracks. While your attentions were on major blockbuster releases
like “Black Panther,” “Mission: Impossible — Fallout” and “Halloween,” several other interesting and
entertaining films may have missed your radar. If you’re playing catch up in preparation for awards
season, these four films should be
high up in your queue. 

“Eighth Grade”

As it traces a week in the life of an
awkward teenager, “Eighth Grade”
will have you chortling with
laughter, cringing in sympathy and
perhaps even shedding a few tears.
Directed by Bo Burnham, “Eighth
Grade” stars Elsie Fisher as Kayla
Day, a girl who’s just trying to
survive the final few days of eighth
grade. Kayla spends hours a day
on social media and loves to post
videos offering advice on
self-confidence and individuality,
but navigating real life is much
tougher. Her struggles with relating
to her father, making friends and
attracting the attention of a cute boy in her class offer a hilarious yet poignant window into what it’s
like to be a modern-day teen.  

“The Old Man and the Gun”

Based on a true story, “The Old Man and the Gun” is directed by David Lowery and stars Robert
Redford as Forrest Tucker, an elderly man who’s addicted to robbing banks. With the help of two
similarly geriatric partners in crime, Tucker rampages across the Southwest and Plains states on a
courteous, nonviolent robbery spree that leaves authorities baffled. In between crimes, Tucker also
finds time to strike up a friendship — and find plenty of chemistry — with co-star Sissy Spacek.
Redford has said this will be his final role, and at age 82, he’s never been more charming.

“Sorry to Bother You”

The outrageously entertaining “Sorry to Bother You” is unlike anything else you’ll see this year. A mix
of surreal dark comedy and dystopian science fiction, this movie was directed by Boots Riley, best
known for leading the experimental rap group The Coup. It stars Lakeith Stanfield as Cassius Green,
who’s just trying to pay his rent in an increasingly unequal society ripped apart by predatory
corporations and radical protesters. After he finds success as a telemarketer for the evil company
WorryFree, he’s forced to choose between his newfound riches and the organizers attempting to
unionize his workplace. The twist at the end is one you definitely won’t see coming, and one you won’t
soon forget.

“Upgrade”

If you like your action movies violent, futuristic and thought-provoking, make some time for “Upgrade.”



Directed by Leigh Wannell, this lean, mean low-budget flick stars Logan Marshall-Green as
technophobic car mechanic Grey Trace, who feels out of place in a near-future world that’s
increasingly reliant on artificial intelligence. After a horrific incident leaves him paralyzed, Trace gets
an AI implant from a mysterious tech CEO. The implant helps him walk again — and gives him some
disturbing new abilities. As the movie hurtles through a series of white-knuckle car chases and brutal
fight scenes toward its thrilling and unsettling conclusion, it turns out Trace’s initial technophobia
wasn’t so misguided after all.

Superhero team-ups, big-budget reboots and star-studded comedies grab most of the movie attention
these days. Look a little closer, though, and you’ll be rewarded with a rich array of lesser-known films
well worth your time and consideration.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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How to Avoid Germs in the Workplace
Increase your chances at staying healthy at work

The holiday season might be over, but cold and flu season certainly isn’t. You might notice bags
around your coworkers’ eyes, series of sneezes, coughing tantrums that never cease and a stack of
wadded-up tissues congesting their waste baskets. All you can hope for is that no one on your team
comes to the office with the flu.

Regardless of the influx of
sicknesses going around at work,
you can fight back without hurting
your sick coworkers. Here are
some ways you can win the battle
between wellness and illness and
stay your healthy self at this time of
year.

Hands off face: If you must
touch your face, make sure
your hands are clean first.
Also, avoid biting your
fingernails.
Get some fresh air: If your
workplace isn’t well
ventilated, you are probably
breathing in air that is
loaded with viruses and
bacteria. If you work in a private room with a window, open it up, even if it's cold outside. If you
are not near any windows, take a brief walk outside.
Wash your hands: If you use a restroom — public or private — wash your hands. If you are
getting ready to eat a meal, scrub up with soap. A bottle of hand sanitizer with 60 percent
alcohol is also a great ally to keep at your desk.
Live clean: Inform your coworkers about germs in the workplace, but don’t just teach
cleanliness; model it. Tidy up your workspace, use disinfecting wipes and sneeze into your
sleeve and not your hand. One example living out the definition for cleanliness goes a long way.
Work from home: Not every business offers work from home days, but if yours does, take
advantage of it. Also, if you have vacation days and “the plague” is going around the office,
now might be the best time to take some time off work for the sake of your health.
Get the flu shot: Perhaps the easiest way out of catching the plague is getting the flu shot.
Talk to your doctor today to learn more about what options are available for you.

While you cannot control the germs of others, you can be your own superhero and save yourself the
trouble of nursing yourself back to health and avoid germs in your workplace.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Walk Through History in Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Visit a city full of memories and unique experiences

Like many cities, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, is a place with a complicated past. As the capital of
Cambodia, it has seen several regime changes, from a monarchy to French protectorate, Khmer
Rouge and its current constitutional monarchy. This varied history means that there are many things
for you to visit and enjoy while in
town.

Things to do

Since Cambodia is a constitutional
monarchy, the king and his family
have a special place to live. The
Royal Palace and its famous Silver
Pagoda  are great introductions to
Cambodian architecture. A lot of
the palace is closed to tourists, but
there are plenty of galleries,
libraries, gardens and temples to
explore here.

Near the Royal Palace is Wat
Ounalom, which is the home of
Buddhism in Cambodia. Reviewers
on TripAdvisor say that it’s simple
but well-maintained and home to
beautiful religious art. If you plan on heading to these temples (or to any other religious or revered
spot in Cambodia), you should dress appropriately, with shoulders, knees and everything in between
covered.

According to Lonely Planet, the top museum to visit in Phnom Penh is the National Museum of
Cambodia. Housed in a beautiful terracotta building that surrounds a picturesque courtyard, the
museum contains more than 1,000 years of Khmer art and sculptures. If you start your trip in the
leftmost gallery and continue through the buildings, you will see the collection in chronological order.
Some highlights of the collection include a large bronze fragment of a Vishnu statue recovered near
the famed temple of Angkor Wat, an inscribed stone from the 12th century. Several pottery and
bronze examples of art from the fourth through ninth centuries are on display too. To help make sense
of what you see, the museum offers tour guides in English.

In Cambodia’s recent history, Khmer Rouge controlled everything with an iron fist. While the party
was officially ousted in the late 1970s, it still held control of many areas as late as 1996. Some of the
most popular tourist attractions in Phnom Penh are related to the genocide of 1.5 to 2.5 million people
during this tumultuous time, such as the Choeung Ek Genocidal Center on the grounds of an infamous
killing field and the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum, a prison which used to be a high school.

Safety

When travelling, you always have to be aware of your surroundings, no matter what country or city
you’re in. If you go to Cambodia, take extra precautions as the country has a high crime rate. The U.S.
State Department warns that snatch-and-grab theft of purses, jewelry, phones and other valuables is
a possibility, especially when walking alone or riding in an open tuk-tuk vehicle without protective
metal grating. The embassies of the U.S. and the U.K. in the region also advise all travelers,
especially women, to watch their drinks to prevent theft or assault.



While all of this sounds dire, at this time the U.S. State Department does not consider Cambodia to be
too dangerous for Americans, and it sits at the lowest travel advisory level. Before you head out, visit
the State Department’s International Travel section  or the U.K.’s Travel Advice pages for up-to-date
advice to make sure your trip goes smoothly. If you’re a U.S. citizen, you can have some extra peace
of mind with the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program . This signs you up for alerts about Cambodia
while you’re there, and lets the Embassy know where to find you in case of an emergency.

If you’re ready to step outside of your comfort zone and appreciate a culture completely different than
the United States and Europe, consider taking a trip to Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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New BMW X7 Endurance Tested for Performance in
All Conditions
Biggest BMW ever built proves its determination through intense
rounds of testing

The 2019 BMW X7 Sports Activity Vehicle® is soon to make its long-awaited debut in showrooms
across the United States. When it does arrive, it is certain to impress even the most discerning driver
with its spacious and refined interior and exceptional performance dynamics. To ensure that the final
product will exceed all expectations, BMW put the X7 to the test to make sure it will hold up to any
and all demands.

A fleet of camouflaged X7
prototypes set out earlier this year
to engage in endurance testing at
different corners of the globe. In
South Africa, the BMW X7 was
challenged to prove its capabilities
on hot desert sand and gravel. At
the Winter Test Center in Arjeplog,
Sweden, the X7 confirmed its
abilities on snow and ice. And in
the U.S., the X7 was tested for the
city and the highway, for
uninterrupted trips and in
stop-and-go traffic.

The information gathered from this
testing was brought back to the
BMW Spartanburg plant, where the
final production version of the X7 is
being produced. This vehicle is the
well-informed descendant of those
tried and tested prototypes, bringing to bear a new level of large luxury and an exciting new chapter for
BMW. In every instance, the X7 was shown to be a complete performer more than capable of
exemplifying the Ultimate Driving Machine ® dynamic.

The X7 boasts three rows of seating to accommodate up to seven passengers. With the latest
generation of xDrive intelligent all-wheel drive and an available 4.4-liter BMW TwinPower Turbo V8,
the new X7 delivers on- and off-road performance capabilities that make it ideal for even the most
adventurous driver.

You can order the new BMW X7 online through www.BMWUSA.com.
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Winter Yard and Garden Care Tips
Help your garden survive winter’s worst so it can bloom in spring

During warmer weather, you take good care of your garden and spend time planting, watering and
deadheading. But once winter rolls around and your flowers die, you probably don’t give your garden
much thought. Proper garden preparation prior to winter can give it an easier start come springtime.
Follow these tips to winterize your garden and give it the best chance for survival though the colder
months.

Lawn care

Plants aren’t the only things to
prepare for winter; grass can also
suffer in subzero temperatures. To
keep your lawn healthy while it’s
covered in ice and snow, Kelly
Burke of The Spruce recommends
fertilizing and aerating it before
winter’s first frost. This will keep
the soil rich with the nutrients your
lawn needs once the spring thaw
arrives.

Remember not to overdo it with the
fertilizer, as too much can burn the
grass. To aerate your lawn
properly, Burke says to use a
spade to remove pockets of soil
across your lawn to give newly planted and fertilized seeds access to air. Water your lawn before
winter arrives as well; with access to water, your lawn has a better chance of surviving the winter.

If you cut your lawn during winter, don’t leave it too long or too short. Long grass is susceptible to
freezing conditions, but close shaves will leave the crown of the grass exposed and vulnerable.
Charlie Nardozzi of the National Gardening Association recommends cutting grass between two and
three inches in height. Objects like unnecessary tools, furniture or leaves can smother the grass, so
make sure you remove them during winter. Reduce lawn traffic to prevent the already-weak lawn from
being trampled on.

Perennials and annuals

Perennials require minimal preparation for winter. Better Homes & Gardens explains that perennials go
into hibernation in the winter and bloom once the weather warms up. Cut the plants back and mulch
the area to create an ideal environment for these flowers.

Annuals are more difficult to maintain during winter. After the first frost of the year, the majority of
annuals won’t survive. After their demise, Olivia Heath of House Beautiful says to pull up the dead
plants, either discarding them or adding them to the compost pile. Mulch the now-unoccupied area of
your garden with a thick layer of chopped leaves. This will insulate the soil from the effects of freezing
weather.

Vegetable garden care

Vegetable plants require different winterization steps than flowers. Better Homes & Gardens
recommends harvesting any autumnal crops, such as pumpkins and sweet potatoes, prior to the
year’s first frost. Many root crops, like carrots and Brussels sprouts, can stay in the ground during the



year’s first frost. Many root crops, like carrots and Brussels sprouts, can stay in the ground during the
light frosts of early winter. You can also prepare your garden for the upcoming haul of warm season
vegetables by applying compost and fertilizer to the soil throughout winter.

While you won’t be able to admire your beautiful garden during the winter months, you can take steps
to ensure it blooms into a beautiful outdoor display when spring begins.
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The All-New 2019 BMW 3 Series
Seventh-generation 3 Series makes the icon even more iconic

It would be a difficult task to find a vehicle in any segment that has made an impact as the BMW 3
Series. The standard-bearer for luxury sports sedans, the 3 Series has been the torch-carrier for the
Ultimate Driving Machine® across 40 years and six generations. With the debut of the
seventh-generation BMW 3 Series, it’s clear that the torch has never been brighter — and the bar has
never been higher.

Leading the way is the new 2019
BMW 330i, which sports a new
2.0-liter BMW TwinPower Turbo
engine that puts out 255
horsepower and 295 lb-ft of torque.
A standard upgraded eight-speed
Sport Steptronic transmission
optimizes performance and
efficiency with quicker shifts thanks
to a new control unit and Launch
Control functionality. These
technologies keep the BMW 3
Series at the forefront of
performance and excitement.

For optimal handling and comfort,
the 2019 BMW 3 Series focuses on
lightweight construction, a low
center of gravity and a 50:50
weight distribution. The result is
increased rigidity, improved spring
rates and a drag coefficient of 0.26, which translates to smoother handling and agility and increased
aerodynamics. The latest version of xDrive intelligent all-wheel drive takes full advantage with fully
variable power transfer between the front and rear wheels, allowing for rear-wheel bias in normal
driving conditions and all-wheel drive when more control is demanded.

Performance is even more impressive with the BMW M340i, which adds M Performance chassis
tuning, M Sport rear differential, M Sport brakes, an Adaptive M suspension and M Sport brakes for
track-worthy driving in any situation. Available in spring 2019 after the launch of the 330i, the M340i
will feature a new, 382-horsepower version of the BMW TwinPower Turbo straight-six that makes it
ideal for satiating an appetite for excitement.

Over 40 years, BMW has sold more than 15 million 3 Series sedans the world over, making it one of
the most beloved vehicles of its era. The new BMW 3 Series doesn’t just live up to that lofty legacy; it
carves out a new chapter all its own.
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Winter Accessories for Your BMW
Outfit your Ultimate Driving Machine® with the ultimate winter
accessories

Don’t let the winter weather put a damper on your driving experience. By outfitting your BMW with
accessories like cargo mats and floor liners, you can ensure that it will remain luxurious and inviting on
the inside even when the weather outside is frightful.

Next to cold, damp feet, the worst
part of trudging through snow is the
mess it leaves on the floor of your
BMW. To help mitigate this issue,
BMW offers several heavy-duty
rubber floor mats and floor liners to
help keep the carpet clean and dry.
Not only are BMW’s front and rear
floor mats and floor liners highly
effective at the task at hand, they
are also as eye-catching and stylish
as you’d expect a BMW product to
be.

If you play as hard as you work
even in the snow, BMW all-weather
cargo liners and trunk mats provide
the same stylish, durable
protection. Easily cleaned and
maintained, these accessories are
great for year-round use, especially
if you lead an active lifestyle. Visit ShopBMWUSA.com  to find the perfect fit for your vehicle.
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